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MIDAS APPLICATION RELEASE NOTES

This document contains information regarding bug fixes and functionality enhancements to the MIDAS Application. Read this document so you are aware of changes that may or may not impact your usage of the application.

Questions may be directed to the Directory Services Product Team at the following e-mail address: uis_idmfeedback@harvard.edu.

Release: 2.2
Release Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011
Release Timing: the deployment will occur at some point between 5:15pm and midnight. Application will be unavailable periodically throughout this timeframe.

1  BUG FIXES

The list below contains bugs that impacted users and were corrected within this release.

1. The system will now allow person records with a name which included the word ‘duplicate’ to be marked as a duplicate via Identity Resolution. Bugzilla 4172
2. Search & loading speed at which a person’s detailed view is displayed is improved, especially for person whose data includes Emergency Contact Data. Bugzilla 5131
3. When creating a POI selecting the Harvard School of Dental Medicine (SDM) as the school – unit will now require a HUID within the same range as Harvard Medical School (0120000 – 01274999). Bugzilla 4006
4. Deleting an Address will now correctly store the appropriate Update Source, Updater or Update Date; it will no longer carry the data over from the original record. Bugzilla 5123
5. The system will now appropriately log a user’s viewing of the National ID when edit is selected and then cancel is chosen. Bugzilla 5139
6. When adding a FAMILY role type an authorizer is now required. Bugzilla 5242
7. The system will now appropriately handle the setting of the Official Email Indicator when another email is deleted. Bugzilla 5502

2  ENHANCEMENTS

The list below contains enhancements & modifications made contained within the release.

1. In order to reduce direct database updates, SUPER Users will now have rights to manage (edit and delete) person, name, address and email data regardless of the source which provided the data. Bugzilla 4711
2. The system will now have an announcements link which will be set in advance of planned outages or other noteworthy events, directing users to an external site that includes further information on the event. Bugzilla 5207
3. The person detailed view Person Detail section now includes the person’s University ADID (active directory ID). Bugzilla 5336
4. To further reduce the exposure of the National ID when the create process has been modified to support the last four digits of the SSN or ITIN rather than the full 9 digits. Bugzilla 5132
5. To assist in more easily selecting the correct record, the system will now display a person’s birth month and day within the search results. Bugzilla 5444
6. The system now supports the creation and addition of the newly created Tenant role type. *Bugzilla 5647*

3 **KNOWN ISSUES**

The list below outlines known bugs that will be fixed in an upcoming release. If you are aware of other bugs / issues please report it by e-mailing *uis_idmfeedback@harvard.edu*.

1. Bugzilla 3886 – After creating a person’s record, selecting to edit a person’s data and then canceling the edit returns the user to the search page. The system should return the user to the Detailed View of the person.
   ➢ Work around: none.
2. Bugzilla 3904 – Adding a role with a School / Unit selected applies privacy values to roles that are not qualified for privacy values.
   ➢ Work around: none.
3. Bugzilla 3919 – *Active Students' Privacy values* and *Active Students' Privacy values different from default* reports display a Mobile Phone privacy record though Mobile Phone privacy value is not a value permitted at this time to be managed.
   ➢ Work around: none.
4. Bugzilla 4553 – The *Listing Data by Geocode* report should sort by Last Name then First Name. It is currently sorting by First Name then Last Name.
   ➢ Work around: use the sort function within Excel
5. Bugzilla 4593 – MIDAS incorrectly allows the user to select ‘Elect Release of Non-Student data’ when the person is in an active student status and the role dates are in the past. It should only be available for selection when the student status is inactive.
   ➢ Work around: users should be careful to only select this flag when the student is no longer active.
   ➢ Work around: none.
7. Bugzilla 4966 – The sort order of a search’s results presents names in all caps ahead of names in mixed case. Example, ‘SMITH, JOHN’ will be presented ahead of ‘Smith, Adam’.
   ➢ Work around: If there are many entries in all caps the user should select to view the subsequent results pages. Alternatively, the user can select ‘Refine Search’ and enter further search parameters to narrow the result set. All users entering data should be diligent in always enter data in mixed case.